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Dissidently Speaking: Change theWords. Change theWar.

New book is a collection of ideas about America 200+ years after founding.

Northbrook, IL – Pierucci Publishing is pleased to announce the release of “Dissidently

Speaking: Change The Words. Change The War,” by author Brent Hamachek. The book is

available in digital, hardcover, and softcover on Amazon.com and by visiting

DissidentlySpeaking.com. An audio version of the book will be available in March.

This is Hamachek's third book as an author but the first published solely under his own name.

He has previously collaborated with Turning Point USA founder Charlie Kirk in 2016 with “Time

for a Turning Point”, and with the late Dr. Vladimir Zelenko in 2022 with “Zelenko”.

“Dissidently Speaking” is “a book of ideas,” one in which the author has updated and assembled

various writings published over a ten-year period and combined them with fresh, previously

unpublished content. The theme of the book is to challenge the preconceived notions of readers

regarding everything from American political-social structures, to personal communications,

and our own ethical systems. It also includes a revised version of Hamachek’s internationally

read 2021 essay on becoming an American dissident.

“Although the content of “Dissidently Speaking” is jam-packed with great ideas, the book is also

a pleasure to read for anybody who understands that words change the world, for better or

worse, and who wants to be part of the solution, not the problem,” says Pierucci Publishing’s

President, Stephanie Pierucci. “What “Dissidently Speaking” teaches me, now in my third

reading, is that we haven’t just destroyed language with divisive political terms and labels that

we use flippantly and irresponsibly in everyday conversation, but that we destroy one another.”



For his part, Hamachek, the VP & Associate Publisher of Human Events, says the book is, “a

culmination of a lifetime’s journey into the world of ideas and the human experience. I’ve been

paying attention.” When asked what he hopes to accomplish, Hamachek simply says, “I want to

get people to flip two words; I want them to stop saying ‘it is’ and start asking ‘is it.’”


